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1. NEW OPPORTUNITIES {#wcc611-sec-0001}
====================

Concerns over the implications of global climate change have given new impetus to the need to understand the effects of climatic changes on society over the long term (Adamson, Hannaford, & Rohland, [2018](#wcc611-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}; Haldon, Elton, et al., [2018](#wcc611-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}). Recent advances in paleoclimatology and historical climate reconstruction have resulted in increased numbers of highly‐resolved series of long‐term climatic changes (Emile‐Geay et al., [2017](#wcc611-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}). Similarly, the digital age has enhanced our capacity to produce bigger datasets on historical variations in human activity than ever before. These new opportunities have led to an increasing use of historical data to untangle climate‐society linkages.

Although the uncertainties and pitfalls associated with paleoclimate records are now well‐known (Brádzil, Pfister, Wanner, Von Storch, & Luterbacher, [2005](#wcc611-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}), the use of large historical datasets on human activity creates potential dangers. Even readily observable and quantifiable "hard" data from the natural sciences have their uncertainties and limitations; this applies to a greater degree for "soft" data from the social sciences, while "historical soft" data are even more problematic. In a sense, historical data are the result of uncontrolled experiments from which a biased subset of results survives. Using historical data noncritically, therefore, can lead to misguided or even spurious conclusions on long‐term climate‐society linkages. A critical investigation of historical big data, its gathering, processing and analysis, is therefore needed to remove its aura of scientific objectivity and to avoid the proliferation of "bad history" in scientific journals (as observed for medical history) (King & Green, [2018](#wcc611-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"}).

In this article, we present a systematic critique of historical datasets and the pitfalls that can ensue from their noncritical use. We do so through both a systematic review and a qualitative analysis, scrutinizing the three domains where climate research has made use of quantitative historical datasets very clearly: the links between climate and (a) conflict incidence, (b) plague outbreaks, and (c) agricultural productivity changes. While historical data have also been used to explore related questions such as the link between climate variability and migration (see Mauelshagen, [2018](#wcc611-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"}), we have selected these three areas because of the extensive use of quantitative rather than qualitative methodologies.

Previous critiques of this literature are mainly limited to assessing methodological flaws or sampling bias in studies on climate‐conflict relationships from the mid‐twentieth century onward (Adams, Ide, Barnett, & Detges, [2018](#wcc611-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}; Buhaug, [2010](#wcc611-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}; Buhaug et al., [2014](#wcc611-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}; Gleditsch, [2012](#wcc611-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}; Klomp & Bulte, [2013](#wcc611-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"}), while reviews of the literature linking climate and economy have focused entirely on the period after 1950 (Carleton & Hsiang, [2016](#wcc611-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}). Some literature has reviewed the connections between climate and conflict, disease, and food production, going much further back in time (Degroot, [2018](#wcc611-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}; Degroot, [2019](#wcc611-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}; Webb, [2018](#wcc611-bib-0100){ref-type="ref"}; White, [2018](#wcc611-bib-0102){ref-type="ref"}), but this article represents a first systematic attempt to specifically critique the use and interpretation of historical datasets on human activity in research on the climate‐society nexus across a broad timespan. We first discuss the methods and results of the main studies in the three subdomains, followed by a bibliometric analysis of relevant articles published in highly‐ranked scientific journals. Thereafter, we analyze the main pitfalls posed by the content of historical datasets, their use, and the interpretation of the results. We conclude by proposing three sets of interventions to overcome these pitfalls.

2. STUDIES ON LONG‐TERM CLIMATE‐SOCIETY LINKAGES {#wcc611-sec-0002}
================================================

In recent years a new body of quantitative research has emerged on the causal relationship between climate and human activity. In many cases, paleoclimatic data have been correlated with historical data to "explain" human phenomena as an outcome of climatic change (Zhang, Brecke, Lee, He, & Zhang, [2007](#wcc611-bib-0112){ref-type="ref"}; Zhang et al., [2011](#wcc611-bib-0114){ref-type="ref"}; Burke, Miguel, Satyanath, Dykema, & Lobell, [2009](#wcc611-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}). Analyses have focused on three time periods: the post‐1950 period using modern big data, the historical period using datasets assembled from written documents, and earlier periods using the archeological record. Here, we focus on studies using historical data spanning previous centuries, including large datasets on conflicts (Brecke, [1999](#wcc611-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}; Kohn, [1999](#wcc611-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"}; Luard, [1986](#wcc611-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"}; Wright, [1942](#wcc611-bib-0106){ref-type="ref"}), plagues (Biraben, [1975](#wcc611-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}/6; Büntgen, Ginzler, Esper, Tegel, & McMichael, [2012](#wcc611-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}), grain prices and wages (Allen, [2001](#wcc611-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}; Beveridge, [1922](#wcc611-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}), agricultural productivity (Daux et al., [2012](#wcc611-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}; Slicher van Bath, [1963](#wcc611-bib-0091){ref-type="ref"}), population (McEvedy & Jones, [1978](#wcc611-bib-0073){ref-type="ref"}), and technological innovations (Simonton, [1980](#wcc611-bib-0089){ref-type="ref"}). Some of these datasets are simply digitized versions of older datasets, while others have incorporated older datasets into new efforts.

The focus of historical data collection and digitization on conflicts, disease and agricultural productivity has led to three corresponding subdomains on climate‐society linkages. We briefly introduce each subdomain.

2.1. Conflict {#wcc611-sec-0003}
-------------

The availability of conflict datasets that span several centuries has led scientists to use history as a testing ground to analyze the possible causal relationship between climatic change and conflict, warfare and unrest (Zhang, Zhang, Lee, & He, [2007](#wcc611-bib-0113){ref-type="ref"}; Zhang et al., [2011](#wcc611-bib-0114){ref-type="ref"}; Burke et al., [2009](#wcc611-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}; Zhang, Brecke, et al., [2007](#wcc611-bib-0112){ref-type="ref"}; Tol & Wagner, [2010](#wcc611-bib-0099){ref-type="ref"}; Büntgen et al., [2011](#wcc611-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}; Hsiang, Burke, & Miguel, [2013](#wcc611-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}; Lee & Zhang, [2015](#wcc611-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}; Yin, Su, & Fang, [2016](#wcc611-bib-0108){ref-type="ref"}). Of the analyses that focus on long (multi‐centennial) timescales, most find that long‐term fluctuations in war frequency correlated with cold periods, in particular those associated with the Little Ice Age, both in Europe (Tol & Wagner, [2010](#wcc611-bib-0099){ref-type="ref"}; Zhang et al., [2011](#wcc611-bib-0114){ref-type="ref"}; Zhang, Brecke, et al., [2007](#wcc611-bib-0112){ref-type="ref"}) and China (Yin et al., [2016](#wcc611-bib-0108){ref-type="ref"}; Zhang, Zhang, et al., [2007](#wcc611-bib-0113){ref-type="ref"}). In some cases, historical analyses are also viewed as direct analogies for future climate‐conflict relationships, insofar as temperature increases could lead to a decrease in conflict in Europe (Tol & Wagner, [2010](#wcc611-bib-0099){ref-type="ref"}), or an increase in sub‐Saharan Africa (Burke et al., [2009](#wcc611-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}). Such claims make it crucial to scrutinize the validity of these studies.

2.2. Plague {#wcc611-sec-0004}
-----------

Given that reservoirs of contemporary plague in a variety of ecosystems are sensitive to climatic fluctuations (Stenseth et al., [2006](#wcc611-bib-0092){ref-type="ref"}), growing attention is paid to the relationship between climate and historical plagues. Analysis of historical data on the occurrence of plague outbreaks going back to the fourteenth century has suggested that a variety of short‐term climatic variations and extreme weather events are correlated with the most significant outbreaks of Second Pandemic plagues in Europe (Schmid et al., [2015](#wcc611-bib-0086){ref-type="ref"}; Yue & Lee, [2018](#wcc611-bib-0111){ref-type="ref"}), Third Pandemic plagues in China (Xu et al., [2011](#wcc611-bib-0107){ref-type="ref"}; Xu et al., [2014](#wcc611-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"};) and India (Lewnard & Townsend, [2016](#wcc611-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"}), twentieth‐century plagues in the United States and Madagascar (Ben‐Ari et al., [2008](#wcc611-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}; Kreppel et al., [2014](#wcc611-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}), and potential plague epidemics in Ming and Qing China (Lee et al., [2017](#wcc611-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"}; Tian et al., [2017](#wcc611-bib-0098){ref-type="ref"}). Given that the World Health Organization has recently categorized plague as a re‐emerging global health threat (World Health Organization, [2009](#wcc611-bib-0105){ref-type="ref"}), epidemiologists are concerned that future climatic change might increase the global occurrence of plague (Stenseth et al., [2008](#wcc611-bib-0093){ref-type="ref"}). Accordingly, it is crucial to establish the nature of climate‐plague connections.

2.3. Agricultural productivity {#wcc611-sec-0005}
------------------------------

Agricultural output is directly influenced by temperature and/or precipitation, although the precise nature of the interaction is highly dependent on the type of crop, geography, production methods and technology (Federico, [2005](#wcc611-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}). Combining paleoclimatic evidence with historical data on cereal yields, harvest dates and prices, it becomes possible to question the impact of climatic changes on patterns of agricultural production (Cook & Wolkovich, [2016](#wcc611-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}; Olmstead & Rhode, [2011](#wcc611-bib-0078){ref-type="ref"}). Furthermore, starting from the nexus between climatic change and agricultural productivity, wider questions have been addressed on the impact of climate on macro‐economic performance (Pei, Zhang, Lee, & Li, [2014](#wcc611-bib-0081){ref-type="ref"}; Pei, Zhang, Li, & Lee, [2013](#wcc611-bib-0080){ref-type="ref"}; Pei, Zhang, Li, & Lee, [2015](#wcc611-bib-0082){ref-type="ref"}), migration (Büntgen et al., [2011](#wcc611-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}), technological innovations (De Dreu & van Dijk, [2018](#wcc611-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}), and population fluctuations and movements (Zhang et al., [2011](#wcc611-bib-0114){ref-type="ref"}; Zhang, Brecke, et al., [2007](#wcc611-bib-0112){ref-type="ref"}). Most of these studies see climatic change---via stress on food production---as the most important agent behind these phenomena. These findings are significant given current concerns over the impact of climate change on food security (Battisti & Naylor, [2009](#wcc611-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}; Nelson et al., [2016](#wcc611-bib-0077){ref-type="ref"}), and are therefore in need of scrutiny.

3. BIBLIOMETRIC ANALYSIS {#wcc611-sec-0006}
========================

We now proceed to identify a concise set of pitfalls within the literature concerning the three subdomains. In order to avert potential issues of bias, our identification of common pitfalls begins with a systematic bibliometric analysis. The purpose of this is to more objectively obtain a sample of relevant studies and to guard against any accusation of arbitrary choices or the use of "strawmen": accordingly, this article should not be viewed as a comprehensive critique of the whole literature. The aim of this analysis is to identify how typical these pitfalls are among those articles published within the highest‐ranking peer‐reviewed journals. It is not meant to be the only source of studies to be discussed, but is a systematically collected sample of studies in the top journals of their respective fields which allows us to avoid drawing our conclusions on a set of arbitrarily chosen articles.

3.1. Systematic search for relevant publications {#wcc611-sec-0007}
------------------------------------------------

To obtain a systematic identification of relevant publications we operationalize a set of broad but relevant keywords for each of the subdomains.[1](#wcc611-note-0005){ref-type="fn"} In turn, we apply a keyword‐based full‐text search within the five leading "general purpose" scientific journals, plus the three highest‐ranked academic journals in the most relevant fields to these subdomains as classified by Scimago Journal Rankings (SJR). These SJR categories are: safety research (conflict studies), infectious diseases (plague), food science (agricultural productivity), and atmospheric science (climate research), surveyed for the period from January 2007 to December 2018 (see S2 section in the Supporting Information for more information). As detailed in Table [S1](#wcc611-supitem-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} (in Supporting Information), our keyword‐based full‐text search, performed using the Scopus service, produced a total of 21,300 articles, the vast majority of which were clear false positives, referring to articles that were from very different research topics. Two of the co‐authors were assigned to each subdomain, and each of them independently filtered the abstracts to relevant and irrelevant. Overall, 33 unique articles were identified as relevant for the fields under investigation (with some of them falling into more than one field), 23 of which made use of historical datasets in a quantitative analysis and focused on the pre‐1950 period.[2](#wcc611-note-0006){ref-type="fn"}

The ratio of the 33 relevant articles over the total keyword‐matched articles implies that the search terms, which were also applied with word stemming, are generic enough to produce numerous false positive results. Having a large pool of articles to begin our manual screening with, allows us to reduce as much as possible the false negatives, which we think would be a more urgent problem in our analysis. We simply want to avoid missing potential articles that fit our requirements. This necessitates the use of generic keywords (along with the stemming terms) that would in all likelihood be used in an article that fits each subdomain, which in turn explodes the number of false positives.

At the same time, a high share of the relevant articles made quantitative use of historical datasets (23 out of 33). This high share implies that quantitative use of historical datasets is common practice in the research on long‐term climate‐society linkages, or at least in high ranking journals. Also, this indicates that the methodological problems discussed below are highly relevant within the entire subdomains. Due to their bold claims, some of these publications are taken up by mainstream media, adding to their visibility in the public eye. Such claims about the impact of future climate change, for example, in terms of conflict, may turn public discourse in unwarranted directions when based on noncritical use of historical data.

3.2. Analysis of relevant publications {#wcc611-sec-0008}
--------------------------------------

To identify possible pitfalls, we analyzed the use and interpretation of historical data through eight closed‐ended (yes/no) questions. Table [1](#wcc611-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"} provides the detailed definition of each pitfall type. While the first question is designed to filter out those articles that refer to historical data but do not contain quantitative analysis, the seven remaining questions correspond to the pitfalls. Those possible pitfalls represent common concerns in the use of historical datasets that can undermine the validity of the relevant findings. As Table [1](#wcc611-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"} shows, each of our pitfalls corresponds to a specific closed‐ended question, which enabled us to provide a sharp categorization of each article. For each of the 23 articles that make quantitative use of historical data, the two co‐authors assigned to the particular subdomain independently scored the articles, while a third co‐author oversaw all scoring.[3](#wcc611-note-0007){ref-type="fn"}

###### 

Criteria used for the bibliometric analysis

  Criteria                     Corresponding closed‐ended question
  ---------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Quantitative analysis        Is quantitative analysis (e.g., statistical testing) employed using historical data (before 1950)? Only those articles with a yes in this question are used in the subsequent scoring and analysis.
  Data critique                Is historical source critique present that moves beyond a mere description of the database, by discussing the nature/type of the historical documents behind the data as well as their limitations?
  Temporal critique            Is there critical reflection on how a lack of full temporal coverage of the data employed might influence the results?
  Geographical critique        Is there critical reflection on how a lack of full geographical coverage of the data employed might influence the results?
  Avoid false uniformity       Do the authors guard their analysis against the creation of false uniformity across space and time? For instance, by not giving equal weight in the statistical analysis to sources of uneven quality (or varying source types) or availability?
  Societal contextualization   Are the specific context and characteristics of societies, regions and localities where the data derive from, taken into account in the analysis?
  Avoid causal claim           Do the authors avoid claiming causality on the basis of results derived from analysis of historical data which fails to meet one of the criteria above?
  Historiography               Do the authors use prevailing, up‐to‐date historical ideas and theory to discuss and analyze their results?

*Note*: These questions were constructed to be closed‐ended, allowing only a yes/no answer.

The results of the scoring are summarized in Table [2](#wcc611-tbl-0002){ref-type="table"}. As the table makes clear, in columns 4--10, the majority of the studies that employ historical data do not avoid most of the pitfalls. Moreover, for 5 out of 7 pitfalls the articles that do not avoid them also have a statistically significant higher "field‐weighted cited impact" factor (FWCI, as provided by Scopus service).[4](#wcc611-note-0008){ref-type="fn"} For the other 2, the articles that fall into a pitfall have a 76% higher FWCI on average, but the difference is not statistically significant.

###### 

Scoring results of bibliometric analysis

  Study                                                                                       Scopus Cit. (FWCI)   Quant. analysis   Data crit.          Temp. crit.           Geo. crit.            Avoid false uniformity   Context society           Avoid causal. claim    Hist.
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------- ----------------- ------------------- --------------------- --------------------- ------------------------ ------------------------- ---------------------- -------------------
  [Climate‐conflict (14 out of 1,095 keyword‐based matched articles)]{.ul}                                                                                                                                                                                                     
  Büntgen et al., [2011](#wcc611-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}                                    581 (11.33)          Y                 N                   N                     N                     N                        N                         Y                      N
  Drake, [2017](#wcc611-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}                                             2 (0.28)             Y                 N                   N                     N                     N                        Y                         Y                      N
  Endfield, [2012](#wcc611-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}                                                               N                                                                                                                                                           
  Gartzke, [2012](#wcc611-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}                                           34 (7.12)            Y                 N                   N                     N                     N                        N                         N                      Y
  Haldon, Elton, et al., 2018                                                                 12 (2.52)            Y                 Y                   Y                     Y                     Y                        Y                         Y                      Y
  Hsiang et al., [2013](#wcc611-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}                                     436 (12.55)          Y                 N                   N                     N                     N                        N                         N                      N
  Kaniewski et al., [2017](#wcc611-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"}                                                       N                                                                                                                                                           
  Manning et al., [2017](#wcc611-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"}                                    12 (2.08)            Y                 Y                   Y                     Y                     Y                        Y                         Y                      Y
  McMichael, [2012](#wcc611-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"}                                                              N                                                                                                                                                           
  Tan et al., [2015](#wcc611-bib-0095){ref-type="ref"}                                                             N                                                                                                                                                           
  Tian et al., [2017](#wcc611-bib-0098){ref-type="ref"}                                       5 (0.57)             Y                 N                   Y                     Y                     N                        N                         N                      N
  Wig, [2016](#wcc611-bib-0104){ref-type="ref"}                                               7 (2.11)             Y                 Y                   Y                     N                     N                        N                         N                      N
  Zhang, Brecke, et al., [2007](#wcc611-bib-0112){ref-type="ref"}                             241 (1.58)           Y                 N                   N                     N                     N                        N                         N                      N
  Zhang et al., [2011](#wcc611-bib-0114){ref-type="ref"}                                      187 (3.11)           Y                 N                   N                     N                     N                        N                         N                      N
  [Climate‐plague (11 out of 6,245 keyword‐based matched articles)]{.ul}                                                                                                                                                                                                       
  Ben‐Ari et al., [2012](#wcc611-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}                                    11 (0.3)             Y                 Y                   Y                     Y                     Y                        Y                         Y                      Y
  Brook, [2017](#wcc611-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}                                             0 (0)                Y                 Y                   Y                     Y                     Y                        Y                         Y                      Y
  Helama et al., [2018](#wcc611-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}                                                          N                                                                                                                                                           
  Lewnard & Townsend, [2016](#wcc611-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"}                                4 (0.32)             Y                 N                   Y                     Y                     Y                        Y                         Y                      N
  McMichael, [2012](#wcc611-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"}                                                              N                                                                                                                                                           
  Schmid et al., [2015](#wcc611-bib-0086){ref-type="ref"}                                     74 (3.52)            Y                 N                   N                     N                     N                        N                         Y                      Y
  Streeter, Dugmore, & Vésteinsson, [2012](#wcc611-bib-0094){ref-type="ref"}                                       N                                                                                                                                                           
  Tian et al., [2017](#wcc611-bib-0098){ref-type="ref"}                                       5 (0.57)             Y                 N                   Y                     Y                     N                        N                         N                      N
  Welford & Bossak, [2009](#wcc611-bib-0101){ref-type="ref"}                                  15 (0.59)            Y                 N                   N                     Y                     N                        N                         Y                      Y
  Xu et al., [2011](#wcc611-bib-0107){ref-type="ref"}                                         36 (0.78)            Y                 N                   N                     N                     N                        N                         Y                      N
  Yue, Lee, & Wu, [2017](#wcc611-bib-0110){ref-type="ref"}                                    8 (1.14)             Y                 N                   N                     N                     N                        N                         Y                      N
  [Climate‐productivity (16 out of 13,960 keyword‐based matched articles)]{.ul}                                                                                                                                                                                                
  Battisti & Naylor, [2009](#wcc611-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}                                                      N                                                                                                                                                           
  Büntgen et al., [2011](#wcc611-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}                                    581 (11.33)          Y                 N                   N                     N                     N                        N                         Y                      N
  Cook & Wolkovich, [2016](#wcc611-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}                                  22 (3.92)            Y                 N                   N                     Y                     N                        N                         N                      N
  De Dreu & van Dijk, [2018](#wcc611-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}                                1 (1)                Y                 N                   N                     N                     N                        N                         N                      N
  Drake, [2017](#wcc611-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}                                             2 (0.28)             Y                 N                   N                     N                     N                        Y                         Y                      N
  Helama et al., [2018](#wcc611-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}                                                          N                                                                                                                                                           
  Kaniewski et al., [2017](#wcc611-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"}                                                       N                                                                                                                                                           
  Kukal & Irmak, [2018](#wcc611-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"}                                                          N                                                                                                                                                           
  Nelson et al., [2016](#wcc611-bib-0077){ref-type="ref"}                                                          N                                                                                                                                                           
  Olmstead & Rhode, [2011](#wcc611-bib-0078){ref-type="ref"}                                  36 (0.31)            Y                 Y                   Y                     Y                     Y                        Y                         Y                      Y
  Paprotny, Sebastian, Morales‐Nápoles, & Jonkman, [2018](#wcc611-bib-0079){ref-type="ref"}   11 (5.23)            Y                 Y                   Y                     Y                     N                        N                         Y                      N
  Pei et al., [2014](#wcc611-bib-0081){ref-type="ref"}                                        26 (1.65)            Y                 N                   N                     N                     N                        N                         N                      Y
  Pei et al., [2015](#wcc611-bib-0082){ref-type="ref"}                                        14 (1.25)            Y                 N                   N                     N                     N                        N                         N                      Y
  Shennan et al., [2013](#wcc611-bib-0088){ref-type="ref"}                                                         N                                                                                                                                                           
  Zhang, Brecke, et al., [2007](#wcc611-bib-0112){ref-type="ref"}                             241 (1.58)           Y                 N                   N                     N                     N                        N                         N                      N
  Zhang et al., [2011](#wcc611-bib-0114){ref-type="ref"}                                      187 (3.11)           Y                 N                   N                     N                     N                        N                         N                      N
                                                                                                                   23 Y              16 N vs. 7 Y        14 N vs. 9 Y          13 N vs. 10 Y         17 N vs. 6 Y             16 N vs. 7 Y              11 N vs. 12 Y          13 N vs. 10 Y
  FWCI per article[5](#wcc611-note-0009){ref-type="fn"}                                                                              3.17 N vs. 1.79 Y   3.56 N vs. 1.49 Y\*   3.65 N vs. 1.58 Y\*   3.4 N vs. 0.92 Y\*\*     3.59 N vs. 0.83 Y\*\*\*   4.2 N vs. 1.42 Y\*\*   3.38 N vs. 1.93 Y

*Note*: see table 1 for the explanation of the criteria employed; Y for Yes stands for pitfall avoidance, while N for No stands for a failure in avoiding a pitfall.

\* Statistically significant at 10%, \*\* statistically significant at 5%, and \*\*\* statistically significant at 1% using independent 2‐group two‐sided Mann--Whitney *U*‐test, as the data fail normality tests.

Using this bibliometric search as a systematic starting point, we next review the content, use, and interpretation of historical data employed in research on long‐term climate‐society linkages, and identify a set of common problems. The parts of this review mainly focus on articles captured by the bibliometric search, but, as discussed below, also incorporate other examples of additional articles from the relevant literature published outside the aforementioned high‐ranked journals to substantiate our arguments. This suggests that the identified pitfalls might be a part of a phenomenon not exclusive to a few selected high‐ranking journals.

4. CONTENT OF HISTORICAL DATASETS {#wcc611-sec-0009}
=================================

Although historical climatologists have made methodological allowances for the limitations of historical documentary sources to reconstruct climate in the pre‐instrumental period (Brádzil et al., [2005](#wcc611-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}), the majority of recent research that links this climatic evidence to historical datasets on human activity has shown a lack of appreciation for the original source material. Indeed, while source and data critique are the cornerstone of the discipline of history, the majority of studies in our bibliometric analysis offer little in this regard (Table [2](#wcc611-tbl-0002){ref-type="table"}). Instead, justification of the chosen dataset follows a similar pattern: the dataset is introduced in a paragraph (usually in Supporting Information), its characteristics---typically that the dataset is the largest and most "representative" of its kind (Zhang et al., [2011](#wcc611-bib-0114){ref-type="ref"}; Zhang, Brecke, et al., [2007](#wcc611-bib-0112){ref-type="ref"})---are described, and the data extracted for a given region are then used as a dependent variable. We argue here that this lack of critique has obscured unevenness in the temporal and spatial representativeness of the datasets in question, as well as uncertainty over the representativeness of the specific historical variables employed.

4.1. Unevenness in temporal and spatial representativeness {#wcc611-sec-0010}
----------------------------------------------------------

Since the digitization of a historical database of plagues in Europe and Northern Africa in the period 1347--1900 (Büntgen et al., [2012](#wcc611-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}), a number of scholars have used this dataset in combination with climate reconstructions to account for the spatial and temporal distribution of plague outbreaks (Büntgen et al., [2013](#wcc611-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}; Schmid et al., [2015](#wcc611-bib-0086){ref-type="ref"}; Yue & Lee, [2018](#wcc611-bib-0111){ref-type="ref"}). This database is nevertheless not newly‐collected information, but appendices from the work of one historian in the 1970s (Biraben, [1975](#wcc611-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}/6). Similarly, data collected for Third Pandemic plague cases in China in the period 1772--1964 (although mainly corresponding only to Yunnan before 1850) and used to establish a relationship with climate (Xu et al., [2014](#wcc611-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"}; Xu et al., [2011](#wcc611-bib-0107){ref-type="ref"}) are not newly collected but were compiled by a Chinese Academy of Sciences team in the period 1963--80. Few of the works using these datasets reflect on the context behind the initial data collection, but simply take the digitized version as a state‐of‐the‐art dataset rather than a product of the uneven spatial and temporal distribution and accessibility of historical source material.

Such problems of chronological or geographical representativeness often pass without even cursory recognition. Some have used historical plague datasets, for example, to give an impression of the chronological development of plague activity over time (Büntgen et al., [2012](#wcc611-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}; Schmid et al., [2015](#wcc611-bib-0086){ref-type="ref"}; Yue, Lee, & Wu, [2016](#wcc611-bib-0109){ref-type="ref"}). However, what these timeseries show is not numbers of plague "incidences" or 'outbreaks' but simply uneven distribution of surviving and consulted source material over time, exacerbated by uneven scholarly interest in specific periods or outbreaks such as the Black Death of 1347--1352. In the study on the plague‐climate interaction in Ming‐Qing China, the supporting documents even show that the more numerous spikes in recorded epidemics from the nineteenth century onward are simply connected to a much fuller documentary record in general (Tian et al., [2017](#wcc611-bib-0098){ref-type="ref"}).

Similar problems exist within the historical climate‐conflict literature. One of the most frequently used conflict datasets, for example, is Brecke\'s "Conflict Catalog" ([1999](#wcc611-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}). This dataset is partly based on a compilation by Luard ([1986](#wcc611-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"}), and partly on later secondary works, which have their own foci and biases. Indeed, by Brecke\'s own admission, the catalog is an "unfinished product," with errors "especially as we go back in time and into particular regions of the world" (Brecke, [2012](#wcc611-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, p. 1). Coverage in the Southern Hemisphere---where data going back to 1400 are used by Zhang, Brecke, et al. ([2007](#wcc611-bib-0112){ref-type="ref"}) and Lee and Zhang ([2015](#wcc611-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"})---is seriously deficient before 1800, with most entries skewed toward larger conflicts or those between colonial powers and indigenous populations. Even in the nineteenth century there are vast oversimplifications. The multitude of inter‐ and intra‐group conflicts of the 1820s in southeast Africa, for example, are grouped into one decade‐long conflict of the "Zulu tribes," a notion that dates back to early colonial writings which routinely exaggerated the effects of conflict (and in some cases fabricated its existence) (Hannaford & Nash, [2016](#wcc611-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}). Lack of accessible information on how and why these original judgments were arrived at makes it difficult for researchers to constructively engage with or refine these datasets, yet a minority of cases in the climate‐conflict literature acknowledge such issues (Haldon, Elton, et al., [2018](#wcc611-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}; Tian et al., [2017](#wcc611-bib-0098){ref-type="ref"}; Manning et al., [2017](#wcc611-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"}; Wig, [2016](#wcc611-bib-0104){ref-type="ref"}).

Lack of representativeness is also a frequent problem in studies on agricultural productivity. For instance, European yield ratios---used as proxy for productivity in a number of studies (Pei et al., [2013](#wcc611-bib-0080){ref-type="ref"}; Pei et al., [2014](#wcc611-bib-0081){ref-type="ref"}; Pei et al., [2015](#wcc611-bib-0082){ref-type="ref"}; Zhang et al., [2011](#wcc611-bib-0114){ref-type="ref"})---are mainly derived from the dataset of Slicher van Bath ([1963](#wcc611-bib-0091){ref-type="ref"}), containing 11,462 yield ratios between 800 and 1820. While 'European' in its scope, the material is highly biased toward the published historical sources available to the author, while chronological biases are often reinforced by geographical ones: before 1300, most yields come from England, and after 1500 most come from Central and Eastern Europe.

An instructive way of visualizing the lack of geographical representativeness inherent within these historical datasets is to focus on the maps reproduced in recent articles on historical plague outbreaks. Figure [1](#wcc611-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} shows crucial gaps in spatial coverage in one of the most widely used digital datasets (Büntgen et al., [2012](#wcc611-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}) by comparing it to an appendix of plague references from historical sources in one particular area (the Low Countries) in the period 1349--1500.

![Illustration of geographical gaps in digitized Biraben plague dataset. Part (a) shows localities in Europe and North Africa reporting plague outbreaks in the period 1347--1760 according to the digitized version of the Biraben dataset (image courtesy of Yue & Lee, [2018](#wcc611-bib-0111){ref-type="ref"}; based on digitization by Büntgen et al., [2012](#wcc611-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}). The gaps in spatial coverage are immediately visible when taking into account data for the Low Countries, indicated in the inset. When contrasted with an appendix of locations reporting plague outbreaks in the Low Countries just for the period 1349--1500 (part b) (Roosen & Curtis, [2019](#wcc611-bib-0084){ref-type="ref"}), the extent of the spatial gap for this region becomes apparent---and this appendix is far from exhaustive](WCC-10-na-g001){#wcc611-fig-0001}

4.2. Questionable representativeness of variables {#wcc611-sec-0011}
-------------------------------------------------

Understanding the characteristics of the historical records behind the datasets is also essential to ensure the correct use of the specific variables that they purport to represent. In the absence of spatially and temporally extensive *Yersinia pestis* DNA evidence that definitively points to plague, for example, studies in Table [2](#wcc611-tbl-0002){ref-type="table"} often use documentary evidence based on direct anecdotal references by contemporaries as to what they thought was plague. Yet even today the diagnosis of plague through signs and symptoms is difficult for trained medical professionals. In medieval and early modern Europe, terms such as "peste" and "pestilentia" were often indiscriminate references to all sorts of afflictions (Theilmann & Cate, [2007](#wcc611-bib-0096){ref-type="ref"}). Historians are rightly cautious about retrospective diagnoses based on written evidence alone (Green, [2015](#wcc611-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}). For the already‐mentioned Chinese studies (Xu et al., [2014](#wcc611-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"}; Xu et al., [2011](#wcc611-bib-0107){ref-type="ref"}), all the supporting documents tell us is that "plague data were collected from multiple sources of historical records," which says nothing about the methods and criteria used by the original compilers of the data, nor the context behind the original diagnoses. A more careful approach has been taken by another study linking epidemic outbreaks in Ming and Qing China to climate---by simply conceding that it is impossible to accurately identify precise cause of death from documentary evidence alone (Brook, [2017](#wcc611-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}; Tian et al., [2017](#wcc611-bib-0098){ref-type="ref"}).

Issues over the representativeness of variables are also found in research on the long‐term link between climate and agricultural productivity. For example, the van Bath series (1963) uses yields per seed as an indicator of productivity, which were highly dependent on seeding ratios (declining with more seed per surface) and the amount of cropland under cultivation (increasing cultivation leads to declining yields), as well as other factors such as labor input and fertilization. Today, agricultural historians favor yields per unit area of land instead of yields per seed (Campbell, [2007](#wcc611-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}; Thoen & Soens, [2015](#wcc611-bib-0097){ref-type="ref"}). Similarly, while the start of the grape harvest might indicate weather conditions during the growing season of the grapes, each data series needs careful source criticism and contextualization. Rather than neutral reflections of the grape "ripeness" and hence the growing conditions, grape harvest dates are usually the result of a collective decision‐making process, which might evolve over time with evolutions in taste, institutional configurations or production methods (Daux et al., [2012](#wcc611-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}). While such criticism is usually included in the original publication of the dataset, it is often omitted in later studies, simply presuming "that management practices have changed relatively little over time" (Cook & Wolkovich, [2016](#wcc611-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}, p. 720). Finally, some of the observed patterns can be a direct result of the registration process behind the data. Chronological gazetteers on scientific and technological "innovations" used by De Dreu and van Dijk ([2018](#wcc611-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}), for instance, can be highly dependent on the way societies appreciated 'innovation' and "improvement" as positive contributions to society. In Europe, such appreciation grew fundamentally from the seventeenth century onwards (Mokyr, [2016](#wcc611-bib-0075){ref-type="ref"}). Both the evolving enthusiasm for inventions and inventors and the publication of key‐treatises might produce surges in the number of recorded inventions, which needs to be falsified before investigating its potential link with climate‐induced agricultural stress.

5. USE OF HISTORICAL DATASETS {#wcc611-sec-0012}
=============================

5.1. Falsely uniform data {#wcc611-sec-0013}
-------------------------

In the absence of source criticism, quantitative methods can lead to an artificial "uniformity" in the coverage and quality of historical data across space and time, as seen in the majority of articles in our bibliometric analysis (Table [2](#wcc611-tbl-0002){ref-type="table"}). For example, although we now have a large body of temperature and precipitation reconstructions covering the last millennium, we find little recognition that similar changes in temperature can have completely different meaning and impact between different historical societies depending on their environmental and social context (Brönnimann & Wintzer, [2019](#wcc611-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}). First, different crops in different social‐environmental contexts do not respond in the same manner to temperature variability (de Vries, [1980](#wcc611-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}). But second, even in neighboring areas, similar increases in food prices or intensity of harvest failures did not always produce equivalent effects---certainly with regard to excess mortality, displacement, and social unrest (Curtis & Dijkman, [2019](#wcc611-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}). Points such as these are problematic when we consider that, in each of the three subdomains, multiple linkages are often packaged into single statistical tests or composite series for large areas (Pei et al., [2013](#wcc611-bib-0080){ref-type="ref"}; Pei et al., [2014](#wcc611-bib-0081){ref-type="ref"}; Pei et al., [2015](#wcc611-bib-0082){ref-type="ref"}). This can create an illusion that aggregated data are either a complete or sufficiently random sample over a defined spatial area, but instead they are a highly selective sample dependent on the legacy of recording.

5.2. Problems with the spatial scale {#wcc611-sec-0014}
------------------------------------

Similarly, there exists a lack of spatial contextualization when selecting and categorizing variables (Brönnimann & Wintzer, 2019). Lee and Zhang ([2015](#wcc611-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}), for example, consider historical temperature‐conflict links in the geographical groupings of eastern and southern Africa, and western and central Africa, finding a negative correlation between conflict incidence in these regions and a Southern Hemisphere temperature reconstruction. However, the authors omit the crucial point that it is precipitation, not temperature, which is the key climatic variable for food production across much of sub‐Saharan Africa (Hannaford & Nash, [2016](#wcc611-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}; McCann, [1999](#wcc611-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"}). Moreover, as long‐term temperature variability influences precipitation variability in the tropics and subtropics, precipitation is partially embedded in records of temperature, albeit in a nonlinear manner, in southern and eastern Africa (Nash et al., [2016](#wcc611-bib-0076){ref-type="ref"}). Grouping these two regions together thus makes little sense from a dynamical‐climatological perspective. In the absence of well‐defined causal models identifying the specific meteorological variables and critical periods of the farming year in certain geographical contexts, any statistical analysis may offer spurious results.

5.3. Problems with the temporal scale {#wcc611-sec-0015}
-------------------------------------

An equally fundamental issue relates to the temporal scale at which historical datasets are used in relation to climate variability. Hsiang et al. ([2013](#wcc611-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}, p. 9) argue that "climatic anomalies of all temporal durations, from the anomalous hour to the anomalous millennium have been implicated in some form of human conflict," yet it is often unclear precisely why a certain temporal resolution is chosen for statistical tests, and how this connects to the underlying theory (Degroot, [2018](#wcc611-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}). Examples are studies that use running totals of collective conflicts, rather than annual or seasonal conflict outbreaks, as their dependent variable (Tol & Wagner, [2010](#wcc611-bib-0099){ref-type="ref"}; Zhang, Brecke, et al., [2007](#wcc611-bib-0112){ref-type="ref"}; Zhang, Zhang, et al., [2007](#wcc611-bib-0113){ref-type="ref"}), and find that colder average climatic conditions in the Northern Hemisphere are correlated with increased numbers of these running conflicts. Colder decades did not simply translate into repeated seasonal harvest failures, so why were colder average conditions more likely to precipitate conflict than, for example, the shorter‐term incidence of back‐to‐back years of late‐spring frosts outside of a colder decade? What specific role did these colder average conditions play in escalating or sustaining conflict, and where is the mechanism? Such questions of temporal scale are largely left unaddressed, but considering the aggregate number of conflicts provides only the most limited insight into the nature of climate‐conflict relationships.

5.4. Problems with the weight of data points {#wcc611-sec-0016}
--------------------------------------------

Many of the historical plague databases cited above also suffer from a restrictive uniformity where datapoints are weighted equally. Not only are the original sources given equitable credibility and value, regardless of whether they are eyewitness accounts, or whether they were contemporaneous or noncontemporary, but they are often read out of context. These issues must be considered if we are to reconstruct symptoms and epidemiology from the written sources. Only the study on climate‐disease interactions in Ming‐Qing China has tried to factor in severity into the original database (Tian et al., [2017](#wcc611-bib-0098){ref-type="ref"}), but this is based on a subjective ranking system of descriptions from observers where the term "countless people died" is deemed to indicate a much more severe epidemic than the term "many people died," for example. Terms such as "no people left in the villages" are assumed to refer to plague mortality, but can also reflect displacement. Similar problems of assessing mortality from face‐value descriptions of contemporaries have been found in recent work on the Black Death in Europe (Gómez & Verdú, [2017](#wcc611-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}), when it is clear they are subject to inexactness and sometimes deliberate exaggeration.

These historical databases of descriptive mentions of plague are not the same as showing differences in plague characteristics across the same type of source material. This is important because the climate‐plague connection cannot merely be demonstrated in spread---it also has to take into account severity, seasonality, longevity, and selectivity, and recent research has shown that these features could differ considerably, not only between outbreaks, but also between localities facing the same outbreak (Alfani, [2013](#wcc611-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}; Alfani & Murphy, [2017](#wcc611-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}; Curtis, [2016](#wcc611-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}). At the moment, most climate‐plague research is conducted at the subcontinental scale, but while the global climate may "drive" plagues, it is local environmental and societal conditions that dictate actual epidemiologic outcomes and variability of plague characteristics (Brook, [2017](#wcc611-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}).

Overall then, the risk is that these historical datasets command an undeserved sense of reliability and authority when employed without proper regard for the outlined pitfalls. Our bibliometric analysis shows that such problems beset the majority of relevant publications and particularly the more influential ones. The results presented in these articles are not always passively accepted: quantitative approaches to climate‐conflict research covering late‐twentieth‐century timeframes, for instance, have received robust criticism on their methodology, as highlighted earlier. However, the specific problems we emphasize are generally overlooked because of a lack of engagement with the science of history, and notwithstanding notable exceptions (Degroot, [2018](#wcc611-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}), a lack of visible engagement with these studies by historians. Furthermore, the affected datasets do not merely suffer from some small random error or unresolvable minor issues, but systematic biases from which spurious results can emerge.

6. INTERPRETATION OF HISTORICAL DATASETS {#wcc611-sec-0017}
========================================

6.1. Inductive reasoning {#wcc611-sec-0018}
------------------------

A third set of pitfalls lies in the interpretation of quantitative analyses derived from historical datasets. Many quantitative analyses adopt an inductive approach by simply searching for causes to fit observed patterns with minimal theoretical grounding or justification. The simple correlation of two variables is readily interpreted as evidence for a causal relationship (Haldon, Elton, et al., [2018](#wcc611-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}). As argued above, this might be problematic because of the questionable nature of the variables which are employed as proxies for basic historical indices. It is often the variable that is easiest to quantify that is elevated to the level of dominant predictor, while other factors are ignored or marginalized. Such insights tend to give a "one‐eyed" view of history, offering overstated conclusions, which are artificially precise and reductionist (Hulme, [2011](#wcc611-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}).

This problem can be seen in those works linking drops in temperature or extreme rainfall with increased conflict, which tend to assume that pressure on food resources is a "logical" intermediary mechanism (Tol & Wagner, [2010](#wcc611-bib-0099){ref-type="ref"}; Zhang, Brecke, et al., [2007](#wcc611-bib-0112){ref-type="ref"}), without the realization that, in the pre‐industrial period at least, extreme weather on its own was not always enough to tip harvest failures over into famine symptoms---that is, not inevitably producing excess mortality or migration (de Vries, [1980](#wcc611-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}; Slavin, [2016](#wcc611-bib-0090){ref-type="ref"}). In certain parts of the world the links were clear between weather, production, and famine (Alfani & Ó Gráda, [2018](#wcc611-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}), but in other places these links were not strong at all or waned during or after certain periods in time (Curtis & Dijkman, [2019](#wcc611-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}). This becomes further complicated given that conflict itself has often been cited as a cause of food crises (Alfani & Ó Gráda, [2017](#wcc611-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}), so the chain of causation then becomes completely reversed. These kinds of issues are best highlighted by comparing two recent conceptual models developed to interpret and explain the links between climate and economy (Butzer, [2012](#wcc611-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}; Pei et al., [2014](#wcc611-bib-0081){ref-type="ref"}) (Figure [2](#wcc611-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}). Clear oversimplifications in the 2014 model---while likely driven by the need to simplify in order to quantify---could easily undo more comprehensive linkages established in the 2012 model. For the sake of quantification, simpler causal models can be useful to test relationships between two variables, but even if the result is statistically significant, the model will tell us very little about the underlying mechanisms producing such a relationship.

![Comparison of two recent conceptual frameworks. Panel (a) shows the conceptual model of climate change and macro‐economic cycles in pre‐industrial Europe as used in Pei et al. ([2014](#wcc611-bib-0081){ref-type="ref"}). The arrows indicate that "change in x is associated with change in y." This framework focuses on unilinear and direct effects and does not consider the complex social and institutional contexts of societies affected by climate change. A more nuanced overview of climatic (and other) factors influencing historical collapse can be found in Butzer ([2012](#wcc611-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}) (panel b). The text in bold is elaborated by the subscripts below each box. This conceptual model considers a range of variables and processes of stress and interaction and also reflects on a multitude of possible outcomes](WCC-10-na-g002){#wcc611-fig-0002}

6.2. Outdated or absent historiography {#wcc611-sec-0019}
--------------------------------------

Inductive thinking in the construction of models or identification of potential causal links is likely because many of the dependent variables are frequently identified by way of historical scholarship that is absent or not up‐to‐date. Less than half of the identified articles in our bibliometric analysis utilized up‐to‐date historical scholarship, but more than half---the considerably more influential segment---either included no historiography or historiography that was not up‐to‐date. While high‐impact and generalist journals of the type privileged by our enquiry tend to impose tighter restrictions on the number of references and words than publication outlets favored by historians, it remains problematic that articles on climate shocks and technological innovation (De Dreu & van Dijk, [2018](#wcc611-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}) or climatic change and wine harvests (Cook & Wolkovich, [2016](#wcc611-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}) are published without any reference to recent historical literature on changing cultural preferences and social practices surrounding technological 'innovation' or wine production. Furthermore, in their selection of historical narratives invoked to explain either drivers of societal change or the outcome of climatic disruptions, authors tend to privilege clear political or military events such as dynastic changes or the disintegration of empires, while incremental, complex, and systemic changes, which often predominate historical interpretations of the same events, are put aside. The fall of the Roman Empire is such a clear event in popular imagination which has been linked to climatic transitions (Büntgen et al., [2011](#wcc611-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}; Drake, [2017](#wcc611-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}). However, while recent historiography rightly stresses the importance of climate when explaining the full complexity of socio‐environmental transitions unfolding in the Roman West between the fourth and seventh centuries CE (Harper, [2017](#wcc611-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}), it becomes problematic when the analysis isolates one causal variable (the climate), while downplaying others, just as previous generations of historians have been refuted for isolating political, religious or economic drivers of the same event. Furthermore, these "fall and collapse" narratives have been criticized for focusing on change and disruption, while ignoring the many signs of continuity (Haldon, Mordechai, et al., [2018](#wcc611-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}; Wickham, [2010](#wcc611-bib-0103){ref-type="ref"}). Overall then, when recent scientific literature employs historical data, more sophisticated mapping, statistical, and digitization techniques often mask simplistic events‐based explanations at the heart of the work.

7. INTERVENTIONS AND GUIDELINES {#wcc611-sec-0020}
===============================

The preceding pitfalls and problems may induce scholars to abort attempts to use large‐scale historical datasets altogether. Some have argued, for instance, that human interaction with weather and climate involves such a high degree of human agency that quantitative analysis is unsuited to climate‐conflict research (Selby, [2014](#wcc611-bib-0087){ref-type="ref"}). We do not share this dismissive view, however, since historical datasets and quantitative analyses represent one of the main possibilities to obtain a systematic understanding of the long‐term relationship between climatic change and society. Instead, we advocate three sets of interventions:A.Enhance multidisciplinary data collection and construction of datasets

Proper selection, use, contextualization and interpretation of historical data requires the input of historians---and more precisely those historians well acquainted with the specific spatial and temporal context under investigation---within multidisciplinary scientific teams (Haldon, Elton, et al., [2018](#wcc611-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}; Kwok, [2017](#wcc611-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"}; Holm & Winiwarter, [2017](#wcc611-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"}). One apparent feature of our bibliometric search is that a minority of articles include historians within the authorship teams, yet it was these articles where source critique and up‐to‐date historiography tended to be present (e.g., Brook, [2017](#wcc611-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}; Haldon, Elton, et al., [2018](#wcc611-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}; Manning et al., [2017](#wcc611-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"}). This is not necessarily a lack of inclusivity per se, but may owe much to disciplinary traditions, where history still largely favors lone scholarship and the monograph as the primary form of publication. For example, we have criticized the reliance of the climate‐plague literature on Biraben ([1975](#wcc611-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}/6) and gazetteers, but partially this reliance stems from a lack of initiative on the part of historians to produce better databases, or even work in teams. Incentives are therefore needed to change outcomes. This could include open‐access platforms for historical data to be published and assessed, rather than simply made available as appendixes. In the geosciences, for example, the *Geoscience Data Journal* has recently appeared to this effect, but such fora are lacking for historical scholarship. A related aspect to this is making sure more scientific journals with articles using historical data involve historians as part of the peer‐review team (King & Green, [2018](#wcc611-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"}).

Including historians within research and peer‐review teams and providing new outlets for the publication of datasets is important because it will in turn incentivize historians to start compiling more relevant historical indicators of interest. For example, given the recent trend toward original manuscript digitization, it would be possible for a large project to collect epidemiologic data for almost the entirety of seventeenth‐century Western Europe using just one standardized source (burial records)---important given this coincides with some of the coolest phases of the Little Ice Age (Degroot, [2019](#wcc611-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}). Such ventures can be supported by "citizen science" data rescue schemes, which involve the transcription of scanned images from historical sources by teams of volunteers through dedicated websites (Sangster, Jones, & Macdonald, [2018](#wcc611-bib-0085){ref-type="ref"}). In recent years these projects have contributed valuable sources of data to climatology, such as the millions of weather observations contained within historical ships\' logbooks (the "Old Weather" project and "Weather Detective" (Freeman et al., [2017](#wcc611-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}), though their potential still remains largely unrealized in history. Of course, in order to support the generation of new data on historical climate‐society interactions, digital research infrastructure needs to facilitate general access to the primary manuscripts, transcriptions, and the analyses that follow (Allan et al., [2016](#wcc611-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}).B.Increase specificity and transparency about uncertainty or potential biases in the data

Constructing historical datasets that consist only of average values extracted from the original observations is one side of the problem. Instead, all unique observations that appear in the original sources should be included in historical datasets, thus allowing for further analysis and for quantification of margins of error when using an average value. Moreover, estimates of the underlying uncertainties should be made available along with the historical datasets. All of this can be aided by developing clear rules for good practice in building and using historical big datasets. These guidelines and quality control procedures are routinely followed in the construction of historical climatic datasets (Freeman et al., [2017](#wcc611-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}); datasets on historical human activity should strive for similar levels of rigor.

Further, the use of historical data requires a more precise clarification of the appropriate temporal and geographical scales. In some cases, this necessitates narrowing down the chronological frame of analysis, and ensuring that the geographical frame of analysis is aligned to the social and political context of the societies under consideration---noting that this may be the region (as most often in pre‐industrial Europe), or may be of a larger‐scale in vast agrarian states. These contextual factors are equally as important as, and directly related to, careful selection of the sources. This requires us to build historical indicators of human activity using a more consistent and standardized source---mortality information from a series of burial records, for example, should take precedence over a database of plague mentions from diverse fragmented sources where we are unclear what each datapoint represents. In turn, these indices can be analyzed against the growing body of high‐resolution climate reconstructions available at regional and subregional geographical scales (Pribyl, Cornes, & Pfister, [2012](#wcc611-bib-0083){ref-type="ref"} for East Anglia in the thirteenth‐fifteenth centuries; Camenisch et al., [2016](#wcc611-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"} for the fifteenth‐century Low Countries).C.Reveal the causal mechanisms linking climate and society

Finally, it is now time to move beyond the statement that climate mattered in history. Most authors will agree that it did in one way or another. Rather than asking *whether* climate mattered, we should ask *how* humans and climate interacted: we urgently need more insight into the complex causal mechanisms linking climate and society (Haldon, [2016](#wcc611-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}), and correlation alone is not enough to reach such an insight (Contreras, [2017](#wcc611-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}). Through comparative research, history has the potential to show different pathways and trajectories between societies experiencing similar climatic conditions, and there is an urgent need for such research, as stressed by consecutive IPCC reports (Holm & Winiwarter, [2017](#wcc611-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"}). In order to reveal these causal mechanisms behind the climate‐society nexus, we need to work on a wider range of spatial and temporal scales: on the one hand focusing in on more localized environments, for more limited periods in time, with societal contexts offering fewer variables, and yet also receptive to the notion that climate could have impacts that were either delayed, lingered or occurred far from the actual site of the weather anomalies. All too often, scholarship either privileges the "long‐distance" connections, linking for instance drought on the Central Asian plains to political upheaval in Europe or China, or the very localized interactions between weather conditions and agriculture in a specific region, but seldom integrate both perspectives.

Accordingly, we point to the limitations of inductive approaches that simply "mine" data to determine whether certain variables are related to one another. Regressing the most easily quantifiable variables against one another to see if they are correlated at a level of statistical significance may yield interesting insights---and in recent years, statistical methods focusing on nonlinear relationships and impacts for historical societies have been increasingly refined---but still this should at least be complemented by other approaches and methods. Aside from the abovementioned issues concerning the construction and robustness of historical datasets, this approach may conflate statistical association with evidence of causality---the result being correlations with predictive power but little explanatory power. Instead, deductive approaches that start from a set of premises grounded in historiographical and social context offer a more promising way forward for quantitative climate‐society research.

8. CONCLUSION {#wcc611-sec-0021}
=============

Historical datasets are being increasingly used to investigate climate‐society interactions over long timeframes and yet, as this article has demonstrated, progress is hindered by insufficient critical engagement with datasets\' contents and their potential use. These pitfalls should not discourage future researchers from using these data in their work, but rather highlight the need to employ current historical knowledge and debate. In particular, a more critical multidisciplinary approach to the construction of historical datasets, and increased specificity and transparency about uncertainty or biases---including a more precise and considered clarification of appropriate temporal and spatial scales---should improve the validity and robustness of interpretations on the long‐term relationship between climate and society.

Overall then, it becomes clear that historical societies are just as complex as current societies, and that simplistic causal relationships between climatic variables and conflict, disease or economic development are untenable. Only by taking into account the specificities of the environmental, economic, political and cultural context can causal relationships be established, which explain why similar environmental or climatic fluctuations often produced very different outcomes---even in regions very close to one another. Climatic change may prove to be the driver behind significant developments in human history, but only the integration of this information with contextually constrained historical datasets on human activity can inform us on the intensity, longevity and direction of the outcomes.
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